
Case Study:
Canned Goods



The Challenge:

This canned food operation produces 1400 pallets per day, 24/6, on three different 
wrapping lines. The issues faced in the stretch wrap process included:

Load Shifting
Approximately 5% of outbound refrigerated shipments experienced load shifting, which 
resulted in costly rejected loads at customer DCs. Total annual cost of rejected loads was 
over $150,000, including return freight, product re-work and disposal costs.  

Web Break Issues
Tier sheets used to stabilize the load caused frequent web breaks, requiring a reduction 
in force-to-load tension applied to the pallet. Multiple wraps helped achieve targeted 
load containment measurements, but at the expense of higher fi lm costs per load. 

Forklift drivers responsible for running the wrapping lines were being pulled away from 
other duties to re-thread wrappers, shut down by web breaks. This caused bottlenecks 
at the wrapper with backed up pallets at key sections. It also posed a safety hazard when 
operators frequently dismounted and remounted forklifts during line interventions. 

Customer’s Sustainability Concerns
Large retail customers were applying pressure for the operation to help reduce plastic
usage, in order to achieve lofty sustainability targets.  
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If you’re experiencing 
costly load failures like 
this, Rapid Bander  can 
save  you money 
while reducing your 
carbon footprint.



The Rapid Bander® Solution:

Better Containment Reduced Rejected Loads by 85%
High total applied stretch delivered much greater load containment, reducing rejected 
loads by 85%, saving approximately $130,000 annually, and avoiding the unknown cost 
of failed customer order deliveries. 

Web Breaks Eliminated
The two layer ultra-strength Rapid Film® web achieved 294% total applied stretch, 
enhancing load containment while resisting web breaks due to tier sheet punctures.

Bottlenecks in the wrapping line were eliminated, and operators experienced far fewer 
line interventions involving roll changeovers or web breaks. 

Sustainability Goals Achieved
A 55% reduction in the weight of stretch wrap applied to the pallet, and an annual 
savings of 120,000 lbs. of stretch wrap, helped contribute to a major carbon footprint 
reduction targeted by the company. 

Reduced Wear and Tear on Stretch Wrap Equipment
Over 3,000 hours of machine time were eliminated, reducing system wear and tear 
while  effectively doubling the life of the stretch wrappers.  

The superior strength of Rapid 
Film provides a high strength 
wrapping web that resists
 punctures, tears and breaks.



Summary of Rapid Bander® Cost Savings 
& Process Improvement

Customer Pallets Wrapped per Day                           1400
  
SUPERIOR LOAD CONTAINMENT  
Average Load Containment Improvement            66%
Total Applied Stretch - Conventional Film          190%
Total Applied Stretch - Rapid Film®           294%
  
FILM COST & PLASTIC SOURCE REDUCTION  
Stretch Film Annual Material Cost Savings      $83,659 
Stretch Film Annual Material Cost Savings %          -29%  
Plastic Source Reduction Per Year (LBS)                120,120 
Plastic Reduction Per Year (%)            -55%
  
PROCESSING TIME SAVINGS  
Hours of Processing Time Saved per Week                        63.2 
Annual Hours of Machine Run Time Eliminated          3033
Equivalent Number of Continuous 24 hour Days             126
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